Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) is a rule-based language to specify application-oriented constraint solvers. CHR requires a host language that provides the basic constraints used in a CHR program. In this paper, we argue that an integrated functional logic language like Curry is an appropriate host language for CHR since it supports a natural formulation of constraint handling rules and a seamless integration into a typed environment. As a proof of concept, we describe CHR(Curry), an integration of CHR into Curry, together with two implementations. The first is an interpreter of CHR's refined operational semantics implemented in Curry, and the second compiles CHR rules into Prolog which can be directly used in Prolog-based Curry implementations, such as PAKCS.
Motivation
Functional logic languages [4, 15] integrate the most important features of functional and logic languages in order to provide a variety of programming concepts. They support functional concepts like higher-order functions and lazy evaluation as well as logic programming concepts like non-deterministic search and computing with partial information. This combination allows better abstractions for application programming and has also led to new design patterns [1, 5] as well as better abstractions in application programs such as implementing graphical user interfaces [12] or web frameworks [17] . The declarative multi-paradigm language Curry [11, 18] is a modern functional logic language with advanced concepts for application programming [2, 3] .
An important application area of declarative, and in particular, logic programming languages is constraint programming [19, 22] . Since logic programming is a subset of functional logic programming, there exist various attempts to extend functional logic languages with constraint solving facilities (see [24] for a survey). For instance, Lux [21] describes an implementation of a solver for real arithmetic constraints for Curry, and the inclusion of finite domain constraints in the functional logic language TOY [20] is described in [9] .
An alternative to using a fixed set of constraint solvers are Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [10] . CHR is a declarative language for specifying applicationoriented constraint systems. They are useful for applications that require specific constraints for which no standard solvers (like solvers for finite domain or real arithmetic constraints) exist. CHR defines the processing of multisets of constraints by the specification of multi-headed simplification or propagation rules. Thus, CHR is a high-level language to specify and implement constraint solvers for various application domains (see [10, 27] for more detailed surveys).
Since CHR consists only of rewrite rules, CHR programs require a host language H. On the one hand, the results of CHR computations are intended to be used in some application program, written in H, that interacts with users, databases etc. On the other other hand, CHR is based on the existence of a set of basic constraints and data types that are used inside CHR rules. In order to make the reference to the host language H explicit, the notation CHR(H) is used. Most CHR systems implement CHR(Prolog) so that Prolog predicates can be used as basic constraints in CHR programs.
Example 1. The following CHR(Prolog) program [10] defines a generic less-thanor-equal relation leq. reflexivity @ leq(X,Y) <=> X=Y | true. antisymmetry @ leq(X,Y), leq(Y,X) <=> X=Y. transitivity @ leq(X,Y), leq(Y,Z) ==> leq(X,Z).
The first rule uses the Prolog predicate "=" to check the equality of the leq arguments, i.e., if both arguments are equal, then the CHR constraint leq(X,Y) can be omitted (or replaced by true). The second rule uses the same predicate as a constraint that unifies the arguments X and Y in order to enforce the antisymmetry property of leq. The detailed meaning of these rules will be explained in Section 3.
Most implementation and research efforts have been done for CHR(Prolog). Nevertheless, Prolog does not seem the most natural host language since non-Prolog features, like evaluable expressions, are sometimes used in example programs.
Example 2. The following simple CHR program, presented in [8] , calculates the greatest common divisor (gcd) of two integers: gcd1 @ gcd(0) <=> true. gcd2 @ gcd(N) \ gcd(M) <=> M >= N | gcd(M-N).
The intended use of this program is to put two CHR constraints gcd(A) and gcd(B) into the initial store. The second rule replaces the larger value by smaller ones (if N is positive) so that, after removing one CHR constraint by the first rule, the remaining CHR constraint contains the greatest common divisor.
Although the authors of [8] use the general notation of CHR(Prolog), they remark that the term M-N occurring in the second rule is not treated as in Prolog but it is "automatically evaluated" (as in functional programming). Since such functional notations occur also in many other examples (and they are translated in the actually implemented examples into non-declarative Prolog features), it seems that a functional logic language is a more appropriate host language than Prolog. In order to show that this idea is feasible, we propose in this paper CHR(Curry). Curry as a host language for CHR has the following advantages:
